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Artificial Intelligence IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2004
Artificial Intelligence Illuminated presents an overview of the background and history of artificial intelligence, emphasizing its importance in today’s society and potential for the future. The book covers a range of AI techniques, algorithms, and methodologies, including game playing, intelligent agents, machine learning, genetic...
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Clear Blogging: How People Blogging Are Changing the World and How You Can Join ThemApress, 2007
Almost overnight, blogging has become a social, political, and business force to be reckoned with. Your fellow students, workers, and competitors are joining the blogosphere--and making money, influencing elections, getting hired, growing market share, and having fun--to the tune of 8,000 new bloggers a day.
Clear Blogging sets out to...
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Industrial Control Systems: Advances and Applications, First EditionGulf Professional, 2002
'It is a compilation of the best instrumentation and control techniques used in industry, providing interesting theoretical content as well as practical topics on planning, integration, and application.'
--Plant Engineering, 2003    

       This is a comprehensive, practical, easy-to-read book on process control, covering some of...
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Mathematical Olympiad ChallengesBirkhauser, 2008
This significantly revised and expanded second edition of "Mathematical Olympiad Challenges" is a rich collection of problems put together by two experienced and well-known professors and coaches of the U.S. International Mathematical Olympiad Team. Hundreds of beautiful, challenging, and instructive problems from algebra, geometry,...
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The Concise Focal Encyclopedia of Photography: From the First Photo on Paper to the Digital RevolutionFocal Press, 2007

	Th e first edition of Th e Focal Encyclopedia of Photography was published in 1956 at a time when innovations in silver halide technology, photographic tools, and practices were growing exponentially. Reading the Introduction to the First Edition published by Hungarian author Andor Kraszna-Krausz, the fi rst chairman of the editorial board,...
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Mastering CryENGINEPackt Publishing, 2014

	Use CryENGINE at a professional level and master the engine's advanced features to build AAA quality games


	Overview

	
		Explore the CryENGINE production methods used by industry professionals
	
		Master the advanced features of CryENGINE, such as facial animation and the input system

...
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Bayesian Networks in R: with Applications in Systems Biology (Use R!)Springer, 2013

	While there have been significant advances in capturing data from the entities

	across complex real-world systems, their associations and relationships are largely

	unknown. Associations between the entities may reveal interesting system-level

	properties that may not be apparent otherwise. Often these associations are hypothesized...
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Software Project Secrets: Why Software Projects FailApress, 2005
Previously a mentor at Exoftware, where his role took him to a variety of organizations, David Putnam has acted as an advisor on the management of software development projects to companies in three continents. Now the manager of CentaurNet, part of Centaur Publishing, David still regularly presents papers, workshops, and tutorials on the...
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Spatial Data Modelling for 3D GISSpringer, 2007
This book is based on research works done by the authors at the University of Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom and the International Institute for GeoInformation Science and Earth Observation (ITC), The Netherlands in 2000 and 1996 respectively. We were motivated to write the book when we began a joint research work in 1992 for our postgraduate...
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Art and Technology of Entertainment Computing and CommunicationSpringer, 2010

	Art and Technology of Entertainment Computing and Communication takes a blue sky research perspective on the field of interactive media for entertainment computing. Adrian David Cheok argues that entertainment as an end-product is useful for interactive play, however it is also a powerful tool for learning and communication and it is also a...
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Cooperative Task-Oriented Computing: Algorithms and ComplexityMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Cooperative network supercomputing is becoming increasingly popular for harnessing the power of the global Internet computing platform. A typical Internet supercomputer consists of a master computer or server and a large number of computers called workers, performing computation on behalf of the master. Despite the simplicity and benefits of...
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Online Game Pioneers at WorkApress, 2015

	In this groundbreaking collection of 15 interviews, successful founders of entertainment software companies reflect on their challenges and how they survived. You will learn of the strategies, the sacrifices, the long hours, the commitment, and the dedication to quality that led to their successes but also of the toll that this incredibly...
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